Abstract-Is flipping a coin a deterministic process or a random one? We do not allow bounces. If we know the initial velocity and the spin given to the coin, mechanics should predict the face it lands on. However, the coin toss has been everyone's introduction to probability and has been assumed to be the hallmark random process. So, what's going on here?
II. INTRODUCTION
If we know the initial velocity of the coin and its initial angular momentum, it should be a deterministic problem to find the face it lands on. Let y(t) be the height of the coin at time t, u and w be the initial velocity and the angular velocity imparted to the coin and g be the acceleration due to gravity. We can find the height of the coin and the orientation of the coin at any time by these equations. y(t) = ut − 1 2 gt 2 + y(0)
θ(t) = ωt
For the rest of this article, we will assume that we start with heads up and returns to the height it started from without any bounces. If the time of landing is t 0 , we end up with heads up if
Thus, to get heads, w must have the following relation with
So, the boundaries separating heads and tails are curves that satisfy 
III. KELLER'S IDEA
How then is the probability of getting a heads 1 2 ? Let's take a look at the curves in the Fig 1. As u gets large, the curves look like parallel lines that get closer and closer together. In the large u limit, the lines are so close that it becomes impossible to pick out heads and tails. Keller gives a rigorous and beautiful proof for why the probability becomes 1 2 as u → ∞ in the appendix of [1] . In the next section, we explore it with a different ideology.
IV. A LACK OF 'CONTROL'
If we were able to control our u and w with infinite precision, no matter how close the curves get, we would be able predict exactly if we would get a heads or a tails. Let us aim for an initial velocity of u 0 and make an error of magnitude ∆u in imparting it. Then, the boundary curves become
Our approach is to look at the variation of ω with the change in u. Since u = u 0 + ∆u where u 0 is fixed and ∆u varies, the ω vs. u can be interpreted as the ω vs. ∆u curve and vice versa.
For very large u 0 , we have
Then, ω has a straight line relation with the error that we make (∆u). This makes sense because we know that for large u, the w vs. u curve is a straight line.
One would think the slope of such a line is
This is not quite right. If n is small compared to u 0 , this would mean a slope of 0 corresponding to the region around the blue dot in Fig 3. . If n is very large compared to u 2 0 , this would mean a slope of infinity corresponding to the red dot. This is why asymptotics have to be done with a careful handle on reality. What we want is the slope near the green dot which corresponds to the straight line approximations. By symmetry, we find that the slope is −1. The diagonal of the square is given by
2u 0 and the sides are
The ∆u and ∆w defined above tell the minimum level of control we need to have to make the coin toss deterministic. An inability to control it at this level leads to randomness.
V. DIAGONAL DEFINITIONS
The diagonal of the square in the previous section was named d 1 . This is done because we start with some u 0 , choose the two closest parallel lines on either side of u 0 and then find the largest square that fits in between the lines. We can choose the second closest parallel lines on either side of u 0 , find the largest square that lies in between them and refer to its diagonal as d 2 . Similarly, we can find d n diagonal for larger and larger squares defined this way. It is not too difficult to show that the nth diagonal length is given by
VI. A BIGGER SQUARE
If we increased the size of square further, the probability of getting heads would decrease from 1. Let's first consider the case when the square is outside region A but still inside region B. So, the probability decreases monotonically with the size of the square. Using the areas of the two regions, we can calculate the probabilities.
Let d be the diagonal of the square. Clearly,
Also, the total area of each of the two triangles in region B is
. So, the combined area of the two triangles is
Hence, the probability of tails is given by the ratio of the areas.
d 2 and that of heads is given by Area of region a = 1 2
Area of region c = 1
We can use these areas to find the probability of getting a heads as the size of the square increases. It is shown in Fig 8 allows us to see how as you lose control over the impulse imparted to the coin, the probability of heads eventually goes to 0.5. Interestingly, the probability never gets below 0.5. This means that you are ever slightly more likely to get the side you started with when you tossed the coin. Persi Diaconis found a similar bias in the toss of a usual coin in [3] . The probability of heads in that study was 0.51! (Not a factorial, an exclamation).
VII. REAL LIFE SCENARIOS
From personal experimentation, a coin is tossed with a velocity near 4m/s which does not qualify it to be in the u → ∞ region. Furthermore, measuring ω is extremely difficult as expressed by Diaconis in his Numberphile videos.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This article tries to explore how the meaning of what we call random or deterministic is related to how much control we have over it. It also hopefully leaves readers with the impression that they can never look at the simple coin toss the same way again. Something we always thought was random could be deterministic based on our level of control. This insight also serves as a cure for one of the dilemmas faced by people introduced to statistical mechanics. The motion of particles is described by Newton's laws and hence should be completely deterministic. That motion however takes place at such a small scale and with such a large number of interactions that our lack of control or 'precision' makes it a random process.
